Hassle-free
transformation
for AWS
Modernization

Fujitsu Cloud Service for AWS Modernization
keeps you on-track so you can exploit the
benefits of AWS faster.
Making the move to AWS for leading development tools and cutting edge technologies can transform
the way you operate. Modernizing any element of IT is never simple. Particularly when you choose
to transition to, or aim to make best use of AWS Cloud. It is not just applications and databases you
have to consider. There is also your IT infrastructure, network, and connectivity. You need to take into
account how you will transform the people, services, and governance you already have in place.
Fujitsu Cloud Service for AWS includes Modernization. We know that the transition to AWS is a chain of activity that is only as
good as its weakest link. Every aspect of the organization must evolve in tandem to see true success. So we provide detailed
modernization services that address complexity and keep your project on-track. We look at each layer – applications, databases,
infrastructure and the organization. Then we help you re-purpose what you have for a smooth transition to AWS.

Key benefits

Why Fujitsu

■ T ailored delivery of the most cost-effective
modernization options.

■ We manage thousands of applications and infrastructure
environments across the globe.

■ Proven Fujitsu methodologies, aligned to the
AWS cloud.

■ We have five global cloud hubs and over 400 dedicated
cloud support staff.

■ Transparent pricing for variable or fixed deliverables.

■ We have the broadest set of technical capabilities in the
industry and manage over 5,000 Hybrid IT implementations,
and a network of over 30 cloud platforms.

■ A focus on business impact, not just IT upgrades.

What can I expect?
Fujitsu Cloud Service for AWS Modernization delivers additional agility, lower cost
operations and enables your organisation to benefit from the leading hyperscaler.
It is delivered in a standardized programmatic manner that cuts complexity from your
transformation across the three keys areas that can make or break your migration to AWS.
Infrastructure and Connectivity Modernization
We can engineer, build, configure, and test your estate for
AWS. Our experts can design and build to your bespoke
requirements, including integrating your on-premise tooling,
compliance, and regulatory requirements.

We can even directly connect your on-premise IT and users to
the AWS cloud, to support you to mitigate online threats with a
dedicated connection.

Application and Database Modernization
When you have plenty of applications and databases to move to
AWS, we work with you to prioritize the migration.
Our teams then take one of three routes. They can:

■ R
 e-host your application in the cloud at a fixed time and cost.
■ Re-platform your application – upgrading infrastructure
components or moving to cloud services.
■ Re-architect and completely re-imagine your application
following cloud native principles.

Organizational Modernization
Fujitsu also recognizes that adopting AWS is not just about
the technical changes. We know it will have an impact on your
operations too. So our transformation consultants help you
develop a change program.

This will cover your people, your services and your business
processes so they are ready to fully exploit the benefits of AWS.

To find out more about hassle-free
transformation for AWS, contact us at
AskFujitsuHQ@ts.fujitsu.com
or click here.
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